American Morgan Horse Register

REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE

THE MORGAN HORSE
The pride and product of America

This Certifies that the Morgan STAHLING

NAMED UC LIBERTY

No. 132876 FOALED April 18, 2010
"Qualified by DNA Testing"

COLOR CHESTNUT

MARKED: CONNECTED STAR, STRIP. SNIP. DARK EYES. MEDIAN COWLICK
AT EYE LEVEL. FLAXEN TAIL.

BRED BY University Of Connecticut Animal Science Dept, Storrs CT

UC DOC DANIELS 114283
BAY DNA QST

UC DOMINATION 165999
BAY QDNA

UC AKIA 0112735
CHESTNUT DNA QST

UC RINGMASTER 69412
CHESTNUT DNA QST

UC TSE ROSR 0159703
CHESTNUT QDNA

UC TSE TIME 0136663
BAY DNA QST

UC ELMITE 30251
BAY BT

UC TOPAZ 666507
CHESTNUT SBT

EQUIENTRENDER 66524
CHESTNUT BT

UC LYRIC 017439
BAY BT

WASEKA'S SHOWTIME 20730
BAY BT

UC LYRIC 017439
BAY BT

UC TACANDO 124204
BROWN DNA QST

SONG OF COURAGE 0107382
CHESTNUT DNA SBT

UC WATCHMAN 22343
BAY BT

UC TBA TIME 018872
BAY BT

LEDGERERE BOUNTY 17853
CHESTNUT BT

UC DONATION 615402
CHESTNUT BT

FAIRFIELD FORTUNE 15927
CHESTNUT BT

PLEASANT LADY 011199
CHESTNUT BT

WINDCREST DON AGAIN 13915
BAY BT

UC MELODIE 09706
CHESTNUT BT

WASEKA'S NOCTURNE 11181
BAY BT

WASEKA'S THISIZIT 09179
CHESTNUT BT

WINDCREST DON AGAIN 13915
BAY BT

UC MELODIE 09706
CHESTNUT BT

TEDWIN TAURUS 76627
BAY DNA QST

UC FASCINATION 016493
BAY BT

BLOX BT

COURAGE OF EQUINOX 23522
CHESTNUT DNA SBT

UC TAPPI 013777
CHESTNUT

Current Record Owner

2485
University Of Connecticut
Animal Science Dept
3636 Horsebarn Hill Road Ext
Storrs, CT 06269-9000

is registered in the American Morgan Horse Register

Given this 11th day of April 2012

THE AMERICAN MORGAN HORSE ASSOCIATION, INC.

[Signature]
Erica CulstanRichard 20057568